
Pastor’s page: “Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening.” (1 Samuel 3:9) 

      Although God is ultimately shrouded in mystery; God is not only transcendent but 
immanent. He is not only unknowable and all-knowing, but with us and within us. Our faith 
tells us that God speaks to human beings. We call this ‘revelation‘; God’s communication. 
Where does God speak most often and consistently? He speaks to us in the inspired word 
that we call sacred Scripture, or the holy Bible. Through meditation on the Word of God, 
using our mind and imagination, God will make himself known. This is prayer. 

      Prayer has been defined as an opening of the heart and mind to God. This infers an 
attentive or active, and empathic listening. It requires a quieting of our physical selves. The 
skills learned from yoga and other exercises involving breathing and physical stillness, can 
assist us. In addition, we need to quiet our minds by focusing on a holy word or two, and 
repeating it to the rhythm of our breathing. A word like Jesus, or Christ, or Lord or Mercy - are 
possible holy words among many that we can use as believers. 

      In addition, we can sharpen our listening skills in normal conversations and bring those 
skills to prayer. At the heart of listening, is self-forgetting. “Amen, amen, I say to you, unless a 
grain of wheat fall to the ground and dies, it remains just a single grain; but if it dies, it 
produces much fruit.” Death to our own agenda and our desire for control and results, makes 
us good listeners. 

      It is easy to become so full of ourselves that we cannot hear anything; unable to listen 
attentively. The most important social skill is communication. Most people are able to read 
and write in our literate society. They are able to speak also. But it is likely that only a 
minority of us know how to listen well. 

      Empathic listening means that we do the hard work of taking on the world of the other 
person. We seek to understand first. We lose ourselves in the other person’s world. We 
become one with them emotionally. Their fears become our fears, and their hopes and 
longings, joys and sorrows, become ours too. This is a good definition of love. 

      Many years ago, Stephen Covey, in his bestseller, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective 
People, listed Habit 5 as ‘Seek First to Understand, then to be Understood.’ Covey wrote that 
our minds are full of our an ongoing autobiography. That personal history is a constant within 
us. To listen empathically, we must die to that personal journey in order to understand 
what’s going on inside the life of the other person. The focus is on receiving their story 
tenderly as a gift, rather than solving or giving answers. It is a reverent entering into the soul 
of another person, and deeply healing. Understanding leads to love. Rather than constantly 
support searching our minds for answers, we are simply present to the other and listening. 

      Compassionate listening is therapeutic. It brings new life, because to maintain mental 
health and thrive in an anxiety - producing world, we need to be understood, validated, and 
loved. We feel this deeply when we encounter someone who listens empathically. That 



attentive listening by someone who understands, gives a renewal to our depleted souls. It 
fills us up with joy and gladness. Our psychological and spiritual batteries are recharged.  

      Jesus Christ brought healing to others throughout his public ministry through his teaching 
and preaching, his miracles and God’s forgiveness. He also brought salvation simply by being 
with sinners and outcasts. This was accompanied by compassionate listening. 

      Can we practice listening with love? Can we die to our personal agendas; and take on the 
life of the other person? In our prayer, can we listen to God’s plan for us and discern his holy 
will, rather than our own?             Peace, Father Bruce 

 

 


